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Geopolitical aspects of Jewish presence in the Romanian Principalities, during the Middle Ages is
probably one of the very few scientific articles about the geopolitical role of Jewish existence in
Romanian territory during the last centuries. Few historians dared to deal with this topic, as it was
regarded a very delicate issue. The author is the only geographer that managed to show us some
geopolitical aspects regarding the immense role of this ethnic group in the political, economical and
social life of the Romanian people during the Middle Ages. Based on various sources of information, and
expressing all the facts from a geographical point of view, the author offers us an analytic study of the
geopolitical role of Jews who had settled in Romanian territory between XIVth and XVIIIth centuries.
Interesting facts are revealed regarding the way Romanian voivodes came to the throne and the help
they received from the Jews.
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Romanians and Ottomans: Some Political aspects of their
relations in Moldavia (XVth-XVI th centuries), in the Romanian
Jewish Studies, magazine, I, Jerusalem, 1987, page 7-14.
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the open character of Islam.
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though sometimes also present in huge amounts
Neumann, V.
quoted works , page 27.
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the sultan of the White Lamb Turkish state, Uzun Hassan
(1453-1478) who fought Mehmet the 2nd, together with King
Stefan cel Mare.
10
go to document 84, on page 64, of Records and testimonies
concerning Jews in Romania, vol. I, about Mihai Viteazul.
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The Geopolitical role of the Jews was far more
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Tanar (1559-1568), Petru Cercel (1583-1585) si
Mihai Viteazul (1593-1601) are among the kings
that came to the throne with financial help from the
Jews12. One way of rewarding Jewish help was to
give them full control over the river Danube
customs, so that they could establish their own
taxes. Jewish and Turkish customs officers obtained
large sums of money13 from the river crossing tax in
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Being advantaged by the Ottomans, because of
trade interests, the Jews were a much needed
alternative to the Greek trade monopoly. The merge
of Romanian and Jewish goals and interest is greatly
described in Professor Constantin Rezachevici s
1995 article, called Jews in Romanian territories
during the Middle Ages, of

Magazin istoric ,

number 10, page 63 who said: 

only protestant

Holland offered the same kind of freedom that the
Romanian Principalities offered to the Jews in the

11

go to document number 89 and number 90, page 68, of
Records and testimonies concerning Jews in Romania vol.I.
12
A history of Romanian Jews in facts and figures, volume I,
page 101.
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according to the minorit monk Petru Bogdan Baksi wrote
while travelling through Walachia.
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. Indeed, the presence of Jews in

be noticed along the following centuries shaping

these territories helped improve the Romanian

Romanian Geopolitics in the last 3 centuries

society of the time at least from the geopolitical

continuing the story of Jewish existence on these

point of view. The influence of their presence will

lands.
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